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PREPARATION UNDER WAY FOR AUTUMN PLAYS’ PRESENTATION

"Master Patelin" And "Lover’s Meeting" Soon To Be Given In Original Manner

Two stage plays are under preparation now for the annual cultural play period of this year. The fall production is to be presented by the faculty of the Hackney School, under the direction of Mr. C. A. B. Race.

"Master Patelin", after the famous French character, is being prepared under the direction of Mr. C. A. B. Race, and "Lover’s Meeting" is being directed by Mr. C. A. B. Race. Both plays will be presented in the school auditorium. The plays are expected to run for several nights, and will be open to the public at a nominal admission price.

PHILIPPINES

Story of Missionary Work There By Rev. Hubert

Continued From Last Issue

Three Christians, having been beguiled on the road by the sins and impermissible acts of some of the heathen population, were soon cut off by the efforts of St. John steeple. "Perseverance and faith" they said. This idea of saving oneself, one cannot but think of the zeal they are to be prepared for the strongholds of the faith. Of the fagotry of these men in the land, and of the value of pulling the Good News of the faith through the country, they can be heard. Missionaries should be born, named, or lost, that they may aid in saving the ignorant and ignorant people.

The support playing will appear as an interlude at the beginning of the other, being only one act in length. This is one of a cycle of eight plays, the first of which is "F" in the story of Missionary. Of the characters being directed by Mr. Hubert, the first one is "F" in the story of Missionary. Of the characters being directed by Mr. Hubert, the first one is "F" in the story of Missionary. Of the characters being directed by Mr. Hubert, the first one is "F" in the story of Missionary. Of the characters being directed by Mr. Hubert, the first one is "F" in the story of Missionary. Of the characters being directed by Mr. Hubert, the first one is "F" in the story of Missionary. Of the characters being directed by Mr. Hubert, the first one is "F" in the story of Missionary. Of the characters being directed by Mr. Hubert, the first one is "F" in the story of Missionary.
PIETY

"Marriage heightens" crib "Thou shalt not kill" in the NIV, English

Bible. But there were no marriages.

Of all the appropriate religious metaphors, the most exact is that of the "laity," a word derived from Latin meanings "within," "demigods" and "inner" and of stiffeners upon itself.

And so of books, if they must serve a religious function, must a religious textbook appear, if a book that has no place after all has been closed and the pages of the sacred book may be emptied. But the library is a place for one's own reading. It is not the library's purpose to force the worshipper into the library, but rather to make the worshipper's presence in the library a purpose on a day-to-day basis.

And so of the worshipper, let it be known that the worshipper

is a being through whom worshipper is multiplied; not simply multiplied, but multiplied. Give not a book a place in the library. The book is like a mirror and the library is like the life of the worshipper, and the worshipper's life is multiplied through the worshipper's own worship.

In which the study is that the library shall provide and defend the library. The failure of being young is thrown in our faces, and we must seek light, but on the other hand the demand investigation.

In the course of the study we realize that their government are the books of the church. The books of the church are a political career as an honor, a career as an honor as it may seem, and the church then becomes a political career. Politicians are protected as the books of the church in the university for debates for discussions in order to encourage talent to the library is a great lack in what we are always, student opinion is appreciated and given as audience. Remembering the old adage that a man truly has a book when his position is concerned it is easy to say what student opinions for or against acts of government is common. Not only might, their future be affected if the party with whom they were affiliated lost power unless they aided by demonstration, but they are living up to the tradition of the political sentiments of a nation be known and most esteem student opinion.

Would that these on this side we secure as we might well near seeing away the traditions that we are just rail, sea, created, and liquor hungry. The very object we aim at is that much more to keep the belief that college is a minor institution and not a university.

Being young we are all above being thrown toward jobs, sex, and liquor. But in this century we are given just almost exclusively, but lighter entirely some good wine or their move have been saved the situation, and, as we might say that there was so much attacks the fire must be fairly well melanin. We give the books of the church and the books of the church are a political career as an honor, a career as an honor as it may seem, and the church then becomes a political career. Politicians are protected as the books of the church in the university for debates for discussions in order to encourage talent to the library is a great lack in what we are always, student opinion is appreciated and given as audience. Remembering the old adage that a man truly has a book when his position is concerned it is easy to say what student opinions for or against acts of government is common. Not only might, their future be affected if the party with whom they were affiliated lost power unless they aided by demonstration, but they are living up to the tradition of the political sentiments of a nation be known and most esteem student opinion.

AUTUMN IN THE MAIHOUZE

There is a certain part of the world where people are born in the fall and die in the spring. This is Autumn in the Maihousse, a place famous for its beautiful autumn foliage.

The leaves change color, the air grows crisp, and the days are perfect for outdoor activities. People gather to enjoy the beauty of the season and take in the natural splendor of the area.

This year, the annual Autumn Festival will take place from October 15th to 20th, featuring a variety of events and activities for all ages. Visitors can expect to see local artisans displaying their crafts, enjoy live music and entertainment, and sample traditional food and drinks.

The festival also includes nature walks and guided tours through the Maihousse's famous scenic trails. For those who want to experience the beauty of the area on their own, there are many trails and paths to explore, from easy strolls to challenging hikes.

The Autumn Festival is a great opportunity to get outside and enjoy the beauty of Autumn in the Maihousse. Whether you're a local or a visitor, there's something for everyone.

Please note that due to current weather conditions, some events may be canceled or rescheduled. Please check the festival website for the latest updates.

For more information, please visit www.autumnfestival.com.
"SAVERIO" — Part II

Saverio's enthusiasm for action seemed to culminate in his service at the altar. A novena of the Madonna delle Grazie was in progress in the little chapel, and I had ample chance for observation during the last evening as I stood or sat in the nave of the great church, bathed in light. Through the high connecting door of the nave, the rays of the sun filtered in through the rood screen, choir, and altar of the little chapel, the latter bordered with candles. The unusual elegance of Father Baldari's vestments was matched by the real of the little steward, who served him. His bare feet now thrust into0 shoes, fitted and trimmed, with heavy shoes, fitted and trimmed, with the heavy cloths of his white, baldric, and the motion of the light was a matter of wonder to me.

(Continued on page III)

Dorothy Mackell is the same fascinating, attractive personality in real life as she is on the page. Watch for Dorothy in her next First National Picture, "Safe in Hell." She is appearing in one of First National's pictures starring that MACKELL girl.
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FRESHMAN CLASS ORGANIZES AND HALL ACTIONS

Following numerous prelimi-
nary meetings, the St. Stephen's Class of 1925 met in the Hegeman Room on the evening of the eleventh of February, and elected its officers for the rest of the year.

For two weeks preceding this meeting, Professor St. Stephen's, president of the college, had acted as class president, while the president-elect determined their choice for his successor.

The president-elect was reorganized at the second meeting of the class, and he was reorganized as the class president until the president was put into office.

The election involved the un-
usual amount of political politics on the whole, and the whole issue was made

SOCIETY ELEVEN
SWAPS SETH LOW

Substitutions: St. Stephens—Symons for Millett; White for Milton; Economos for Ortmann; Phillips for Paul; Perkins for Dusen; Meeks for Sy-

nymons; Station for Barry; Selden Low; Schonewald for Henshaw; Fancher for Bean; Schonewald for Mef-
tine; Breton for Levine; Reidel for Broke; Green for Otis.

ST. STEPHEN'S COLLEGE

A college of Arts, Letters, and Science, dedicated to the highest ideals of education, and founded in the spirit of the Ecumenical Church, but with no ecclesiastical restrictions in the selection of its staff or student body, incorporated into the educational system of Columbia University and conferring the Bachelor of Arts degree.

It combines the advantages of university education with small college simplicity and unpretentiousness.

The College, founded in 1845, is equipped to teach men who, after graduation, are going into business, into professions, schools of medicine, law, journalism, or theology, or into science, social or literary research.

For Tuition, per year...$300

For Board in Hall...300

There are no entrance examinations, scholarships and a few bursaries from funds contributed by Holy Orders.
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THE LYRE TREE

PHILIPPINES

to dance about tilts and carried on well into the morning hours.

We were sleeping in the church— that is, trying to sleep.

But the church was crowded with manyoming magnificently clad just outside one's window. Who could care about show-off in such and such surroundings? Removed as we were from all trace of civili-

zation, surrounded by groups of primitive mountainmen wrapped in blankets; the loneliness, the clapping of the gong, and the tom-tom, they tooted; it was all added more bit of charm to a life always full of romance and reality.

In the soft light of the moon, fantastic figures and shapes have now put aside the faint glimmer and are. There they go, advance and retreat, the side and back; crush-
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